
CHAPTER VI. 

11,fECHANISiY'S NOT LINKWORK. 

§ 17. SPUR-WHEEL TRAINS. 

THE.RE are comparatively few mechanisms in general use 
in which the surface contact of such pairs of elements as 
the pin and eye is replaced by the line con tact 1 of higher 
pairs. In toothed-wheel gearing, ho\vever, we have one 
type of mechanism with higher pairs which is very familiar,
and which is important enough to require s01ne detailed 
consideration. There are many forms of toothed gearing, 
but here we shall consider only those which have plane 
1notion, and which are usually distinguished by the name 
of SJ?Ur gearing, or spur-wheel trains. It will be found 
tl1at the methods already employed in the examination of 
linkworks can be en1ployed here also with equal ease an<l 
with equally practical ·results. 

The commonest example of a spur-wheel train is shown 
in Fig. 58. It is a chain containing three links only, of 
which one, a, is a frame, ,vhile the others, b and c, are 
wheels. Between a and b and between a and c are 
ordinary turning pairs ; between b and c the conn�ction is 
by means of the ,vheel-teeth, which form a higher pair,
having line-contact only. 

1 See § 10, p. 57. 
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We shall first of all find the virmal cemres for this 
mechanism. These arc only three in number, 0.., 

0 ,,, 0.,, 
and therefore must, as we know, all lie upon the same 
suaight line. This line must clearly be the axis of the 

link a, for we see at once that O., and a .. lie upon that 
axis. It remains therefore only to find the position of O., 
upon that line. This cannot be determined by any direct 
construction, bLit we can find it by very simple reasoning 
of a quite general kind, which c:i.n :i.fterw:i.rds be applied to 
the special Clise of spur gearing. Spur-wheeb arc bodie> 
which revolve (or arc intended to revolve) about fixed ucs 
with a fixed velocity ratio. Let /, and c (Fig. 59) be any 
two such bodies, and Ou, 0- their fixted axes. The problem 
is then to find the virtual centre O,,, which we :i.lready 
know to lie upon the line O., 0.., . O ., is a point common 
to h and to c, and must therefore have the same linear 
velocity in each. Its virtual radii int, and inc must there
fore be proportional inversely to the (kno,rn) angular 
velocities of those bodies. But these virtual radii are 
simply its distances (measured along the given line) from 0., 
and 0 so th.at O ., must be a point whose distances from ., 

O., and 0., are inversely proportion:i.l to the angular 
velocities of band c, or to the number of revolutions made 
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. . Lr. vel. b 
by each in a given time. Let this known ratio of 

Lr. 1vee. c 

be equal to n, then to fix the point Oo, it is only necessary
1/l 

... 

0 br 

F1G. 59 

to draw two parallels through Oa0 and Dae to set off n from 
Oac on the one, and m from Oab on the other, on opposite 
sides of the centre line, and to joii1 the end points of the 

1segments m and n, as in Fig. 59.e By similar triangles it is 
then evident that 

Oab obc Lr. ve1. c - · -- - - ---- -- '-
Obc oac n Lr. vel. b 

The quantities n and 1n are to be set off on opposite sides of the 
centre line only if the two bodies band care required to turn in opposite 
senses. If they are to tum in the same sense n and m must be set off 
on the sa11te side of the axis, and the point 00c ,vill lie outside the 
other two points, as shown by the dotted line, instead of between them, 
which corresponds to one of the wheels being annular. It can easily 
be seen that the two points Ooc which can thus be found for every 

ratio 
n , must be harmonic conjugates with respect to the two fixed 
1//, 

points. 

1 
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that is, that 011c is a point on the line of centres whose dis
tances from Oa6 and Oac are inversely proportional to the 
angul_ar velocities of b and c. 00c is therefore the point 

which we require, the virtual centre of b relatively to c. As 
the bodies b and c rotate different points in each become in 
turn their common point, or virtual centre. But as the 
virtual centre must always occupy the same position between 
Oao and Oac the different points in b and inc which suc-:

cessively become 06c must be such points as can, during 
the rotation of the bodies, occupy that position. The locus 
of such points in bis of course a circle with centre Oa11 and 
radius Oa0011c and in C a circle with centre Oac and radius 
00cOac- These two circles (which are shown in the figure) 

· 
are the centrodes for the relative motions of b and c. As 

these bodies rotate with the given angular velocity ratio, the 
centrodes roll upon one another. They correspond exactly 
to what are technically called the pitch circles of the 
wheels. 

We have already seen that the relative (plane) motio11 of 
any two bodies is always conditioned by the rolling on each 
other of two curves,-centrodes, or loci of virtual centres 
(§ 9),-one supposed fixed to each of the bodies. So 
long as the rolling centrodes remain t1naltered, the motion 
cannot be changed, and conversely so long as the motion 
remains unchanged the same centrodes must roll on each 

other. Given the motion, pictorially or otherwise, we can 
find the centrodes,-given the centrodes similarly, and the 
motjon is equally determinate. In general, however, the 

form of the centrodes is . very complex, and it is possible 
only in exceptional cases to n1ake any use of them.1 Here 

1 The best examples of the direct use of any part of them in ordinary 
mechanisms are perhaps the exceedingly ingenious constrainments of 
certain mechanisms having change-points devised by Reuleaux. See 
Kinematics of Machinery, figures 155, 159, etc. 
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it is otherwise, the centrodes are circles whose centres and ' .

radii are determinate in the simplest possible manner, and 
their use is both easy and convenient. 

We desire to make two bodies b and c-we may call them 
,vheels-re�olve aqout fixed axes with a constant velocity 
ratio. '\Ve find that. this motion is conditioned absolutely by
the rolling on each other of two circles of known radii, whose 
centres lie in the •given axes, and which touch in 06c
Dealing with bodies instead of plane figures, the circles of 
course become circular cylinders, the point O"c becomes a 
line parallel to the axes, and we see at once that in order 
to comn1unicate tl1e required rotation between the bodies, it 
would be sufficient to shape them as cylinders touching
along a line through 06c 

if only it could be practically
insured that· the surfaces of tl1e cylinders should not slip 
upon each other. For then the linear velocity of all points 
in the surfaces of the cylinders would be equal, and the 
angular velocities of the cylinders would be inversely as 
their radii. On account of the difficulty of insuring in 
practice that t,vo such cylinders shall turn absolutely with
out slipping, their surfaces are generally provided with teeth 
of sufficient size and strength to compel the one ,vheel to 
turn ,vhen the other is moved. These teeth form elements 
of higher pairs connecting the two bodies ; if they are to 
communica�e the sam·e relative motion as before they must 
be· formed so_ as to correspond to tl1e same centrodes as 
before. And as these curves are so simple it _i� possible to 
use them directly in finding the right shape for the teeth, as 
we shall see in the next section. 

By the use of teeth of almost any practicable shape it is 
insured at once that at least the average relative velocities 
of the wheels shall have their intended value. But if 
the wheel-teeth are not of the proper form, not only may 
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a great deal of loss by friction occur (which will be 
considered further on}, but also the relative velocities of 

· the two wheels will be continually varying between a maxi
mum above and a minimum below the average ratio. The 
mere changes of velocity are not in themselves generally 
large or inconvenient, but indirectly they are the cause of 
the greater part of the noise which so often accompanies the 
working of toothed gearing, and therefore of the ,vear ofwhich 
noise is the sure indication. The correct formation of the 
teeth of wheels is not, therefore (as is sometimes supposed), 
a matter of purely theoretical interest, but one which has a 
very direct practical in1portance. It has too often been 
neglected in the. manufacture of toothed wheels, under 
the impression that it was not only a very complex 
affair, but also that it had no practical value, and as a 
result teeth have been used whose forms are only rough 
approximations to any accurate shape, and the working of 
the gear has been intolerably noisy and disagreeable. In 
reality it is just as easy to draw the right shape for wheel
teeth as to construct any of the ordinary approximations 1 to 
it. To insure, however, that the teeth are actually of the 
right shape ( when it has been found), the very greatest care 
is required in the moulding of the wheels. In many cases it 
has been found worth ,vl1ile to machine the surfaces of the 
teeth, in spite of the expense of the process and the practi� 
cal drawback that it removes the hard " ski-n " of the metal, 
which, both for strength and for wear, it would be _preferable 
to preserve. 

1 The best approximation (a very good one), is, no doubt, tbat �ro· 
posed by Professor U nwin, Elernents ef Ma,hine Design, p. 259 (Fifth 
Edition). 
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§ 18. WHEEL-TEETH. 

THE essential condition to be fulfilled by the forms or 
pro.files of wheel-teeth is, that at whatever point there 

may be contact between the· teeth of the driving 
and the driven wheels, the velocity-ratio of the 
two wheels mqst be the same. But we have seen 
that for any given velocity-ratio there is some fixed virtual 
centre for the two ,vheels. We might, therefore, express 
the condition by sayinge: at whatever point there 

may be contact between the teeth, their virtual 
centre must remain unchanged. 

The only motion which one tooth can have relatively to 
another, at the line where the two are in contact, is that of 
sliding. The direction of motion of this l ine in the 
one tooth relatively to the coincident line in the 
other must therefore be the direction in which the 
one can slide on the other, that is, the direction of the 
tangent plane to the two surfaces, or if we consider 
the profiles of the teeth only, we may say the direction of 
the tangent to the two profiles at their point of contact. 
The v irtual centre must be in a line normal to this tangent 
(see § 7 ), and as the virtual centre is always a known point 
(the intended veloci�y-ratio of the wheels being known), the 
tangent to the profiles for any given position of the point of 
contact can always be drawn. In Fig. 60, for instance, the 
curves b1 and c1 might form part of the profiles of teeth for . 
wheels b and c, whose virtual centre is at Ob� For the 
tangent t at the point of contact O is at right angles to the 
virtual radius of that point, the line O Obc• ·But if the 
profiles were formed as at b2 and c2, although b2 might still ·! 
drive c2, or vice versd, these curves could not form part of 
the required profiles, because the normal at O, the line 
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which is the virtual radius for the relative motion of the two 
profiles, does not pass through the required virtual centre 
O"i: but cuts the line of centres in some different point, a 
point corresponding to totally different centrodes, and there
fore to a totally different velocity-ratio from the one which it 
is desired to transmit. 

C 

) 
Fie. 60. 

It is easy to draw a curve which could not possibly be 
used as the profile for a tooth of a given wheel, but given 
any curve which could be so used, there is no great difficulty 
in finding the form which the profile working with it must 
l1ave in order to fulfil the necessary conditions.e1 It is not 
consistent with our purpose here to describe the methods 
for doing this, or to take up other special cases connected 
with the form of teeth,, although they are both numerous 
and interesting. In the immense majority of cases which 
occur in practice, the profiles of ,vheel-teeth are made more 
or less nearly to cycloidal arcs, because these curves fulfil 

1 This problem, as well as a number of other special cases relating 
to the form of wheel-teeth, have been treated at length and with gr�t 
clearness, by Reuleaux, both in his Constructeur and in the Kinematics 
o/Machinery, pp. 146-164, &c. See also Unwin, chap. ix. 
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exactly the conditions which we have laid do,vn as being 
essential to the proper working of wheel-teeth. It will be 
sufficient for our f)Urposes here to prove that this is the 
case. Cycloidal curves are not used because of any
intrinsic value which that ·class of curve possesses, but 
simply because they are the most easily constructed of all 
the curves which fulfil the desired conditions and give at the 
same time teeth of a shape having the necessary strength 
and being in other respects practically convenient. 

I, 

•,, 
, ,,"11/..... _.... 

C 

FIG 61. 

In Fig. 61 let b and c be the centrodes or pitch-circles
of a pair of ,vheels in contact always at 01;c and let 1n be 
a third circle, which is to be used as a " describing circle " 
in drawing the cycloidal profiles, and which is in contact 
with both at the same point, the point M being the '' de
scribing point.'' When one cnrve rolls upon another the 
virtual centre for the relative motion of the two curves 
is always their point of contact. For as the motion 
of rolling excludes slipping by definition, the curves must 
be stationary relatively to each other at the point of 
contact, and such stationariness, as we have seen (p. 44) 
can only occur at 011e point of two bodies (unless the 
bodies are fixed to each other altogether), and that point is 
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their virtual centre. \Vhen m therefore rolls in or upon b 
or c its virtual centre relatively to either is its point of con
tact with it. The point M then must describe curves which 
have the property that their direction at any point is normal 
to the line joining that point to the point which is Ohm or 
Oc,n for the time being, that is to the point which is the 
point of contact of b and m or of c and 1n. If now b and c 
be supposed to turn about their centres and roll upon one 
another at the same time, so as to be always in contact at 
Ohc and if further 1n roll at the same time upon both curves, 

the points 00m and 0cm ,vill both coincide always with Ohc 

and the point M will describe siniultaneously a curve b
1 

on b and a curve c
1 

on c. If these curves b1 and c1 be now 
used as profiles of teeth, the one driving the other, they 
will remain in contact (for they have been described simul
taneously) and their common normal at the point of contact 
,vill al,vays pass through Obc- They will fulfil, in one word, 
precisely tl1e .condition that the teeth were required to fulfil, 
and constrain a motion whose velocity-ratio is constant and 
is of the required value, and whose centrodes are the given 
pitch circles. These curves are however precisely the epi
cycloid and hypocycloid drawn by •the same describing 
circle upon the pitch circles which are generally chosen 

· for the ideal forms of ,vheel-teeth, and here we have the 
real cause and justification of that choice. 

It is obvious that the proof just given is independent of 
the size of the describing circle nt. If, however, its diameter 
be made more than (or even as much as) half that of the 
smallest wheel for which it is to be used, the teeth of that 
wheel, although kinematically correct, will have a form 
which is narrower at the bottom than at the middle, and 
which is consequently deficient in strength. The 1naximum 
diameter of a describing circle is generally fixed, on these 
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grounds, at half the diameter of the smallest pitch circle 
for which it is to be used. 

It is necessary to use the same describing circle for parts 
of teeth which are to work together, but it is not necessary 
to dra,v the whole tooth with the same describing circle. 
In Fig. 6 r ,  for instance, the inside of b, and the outside of 
c, might be drawn with a circle of different diameter to 1n. 
On practical grounds, however, it is advisable to use the 
same describing circle, not only for the whole teeth of any 
one pair of wheels, but for as 1nany different ·wheels as 
possible. The reason for this is that all wheels whose teeth 
have been drawn ,vith the same describing circle will work 
correctly with each other, and this is often a great conve
nience in practical ,vork. Such wheels may be called set 

wheels. 

· The portion of a tooth outside the pitch circle is called its 
point, the portion inside the pitch circle its root. The 
profile of the point is called the face of the tooth and the 
profile of the root the flank. It is necessary that we should 
now consider the relative motions of these profiles on each 
other. Suppose that a pencil had been attached to any 
point of the describing circle m (Fig. 61) while b, c, and nz 
were simultaneously rolling together . .  Relatively to b and c 
the pencil would have described the cycloidal curves b1 and 
c1, and the particular position of· the pencil ( as M) at any 
instant would mark the point of contact of those curves at the 
instant, because, by hypothesis, the pencil point lies simul
taneously on both curves. But relatively to the plane of the 
paper, the pencil point will simply describe the circle m. 
The path of the point of contact of a pair of 
cycloidal teeth is therefore an arc of the circle 
with which their profiles have been· described. 
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Fig. 62 shows a pair of such teeth in their first and last 
contact. The path of the point of contact is the double arc 
A1 OA2• The wheels are lettered a and b, and the frame 
(not drawn) forms the link c. The root of a tooth of a 
drives in the first instance the point of a tooth of b, and this 
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continues throughout the angle a1 (called the angle of 
approach) until the pitch points A and B of the teeth fall 
together at •· Relatively to each other the two surfaces 
are moving in the sense indicated by the small arrows. If 
at O the point B had slid into contact with the same point 
A1 as came first into contact with Bi, the amount of sliding
of b relatively to a would have been simply B1B. · But as B 
eventually ·comes into contact ,vith A and not with A1, the 
real amount of sliding is only B1B - A1A. The latter 
quantity (A1A) may be called the working length of the 
flank. Similarly during � the angle of recess, the teeth 
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rub on each other until finally A2 is in contact with B2,
and the amount of sliding is AA2 - BB2• The total amount 
of sliding of one pair of teeth, then, during their whole 
period of con tact (corresponding to the arc a = a1 + a.2) · 
IS 

B1B - A1A + AA2 - BB2 
= B1 B - BB2 + AA2 A1A = s 

or the sum of the lengths (length of face - working length 
of flank) for the two teeth.1 

Every point on the pitch circle ·or the wheels has, during 
the time the pair of teeth were in contact, moved through a 
distance r1a (the angle a being in circular measure). We have 
then the ratio 

Mean velocity of nibbing of teeth s 
Velocity of pitch circle 

The velocity of the pitch circle is 21rr1n (n being the number of 
revolutions of a per minute). The mean velocity with ". hich 
the teeth slide on one another is therefore s.n.�, or (if we 

a 

write V for the pitch circle velocity) = V
r
s 
1a. 

It is possible to obtain this velocity in a quite different 
form. If ,ve write ab and ac for the angular velocity of a 
relatively to b and · c respectively, and be for the angular
velocity of b relatively to c, then we know (§ 16, p. 1 15) 
that 

(the sign is positive because a and b turn in opposite. senses 
relatively to c). The point O is the virtual centre of a 

1 The first and last points of contact for any given teeth can be found 
at once as the points where circles drawn about 02 and 01 , with radii 
equal to 02B1 and 01A2 respectively, cut the describing circles m. 



radius. The direction of sliding is therefore different for 
each position of the surfaces. With the lower pairs the 

sliding at any point remains constant in direction throughout_ 
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relatively to b. The linear velocity of any point in a 

relatively to b is equal to a6 multiplied by the distance of 
the point from 0. The velocity of A1 therefore, ,vhich is the 
velocity of sliding at the first. point of contact, is 

ab X OA1 = (ae + be) OA1. 

V VBut ae = -· and be = -. Substituting these values, and 
r1 r9-

taking the mean velocity as half the initial velocity, which 
is very closely approximate, we get for the mean velocity of 
sliding 

In order that two pairs of teeth may always be in contact 
it is necessary that the arc OA1 should be at least equal to 
the pitch. Taking the arc and the chord as equal, it is 
very usual to substitute p, the pitch of the teeth, for OA1 in 
the formula just given. The result is of course more. exact 

if ra be substituted for OA1 (assuming a1 and <12 to be 
2 

equal). 
It will be noticed that the sliding of the teeth upon one 

another is not by any means exactly the same thing as the 
sliding which occurs in the surfaces of lower pairs. Here 
at any one instant the two lines of the tooth surfaces which 
are coincident slide upon one another in a direction normal 
to their virtual radii. (If a be fixed, for instance, and b be 
made to move, .B1 slides upon A1 in a direction normal to 
O.B1.) But from instant to instant the position of the virtual 
centre changes, and therefore the direction of the virtual 

K 
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the motion of the pair, because the virtual centre of the pair 
is permanent. The difference between the sliding in higher
and in lower pairs is thus closely analogous to the difference 
between general rotation about a series of virtual centres,
and permanent rotation about a fixed axis. 

This general case of sliding between two surfaces, for 
which no special name has been proposed, is the one which 
occurs not only in wheel teeth, but in all higher pairing,
including cams (§ 2 2) and the " reduced " chains of § 53. 
The closed higher pairs of Reuleaux 1 form excellent illustra
tions of it Outside the lower pairs pure sliding only occurs 
in certain very special cases, of which one or two are 
mentioned in § 5 7. The same relative change of position 
as that corresponding to any finite an1ount of general sliding
can be produced also by rolling and pure sliding added or 
superposed.

The smaller the angle a. (Fig. 62) can be made, the more 
nearly will the path of contact approach a straight line at 

FIG. 63. 

right angles to the line of centres, the less will be the obliquity 
of the pressure between the teeth (the effects of which we 
shall examine in § 76), and the less will be the extent of the 

1 Kinematics of Machinery, §§ 21 to 29. 
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sliding of the teeth. To attain these results without reducing 
the pitch (which would weaken the teeth) Dr. Hooke long 
ago proposed making wheels with stepped teeth (Fig. 63). 
In recent practice the same result has been attained by 
making the steps continuous, so that the outlines of the teeth 
become portions of screws. To prevent endlong pressure on 
the shaft the screews are made double, as shown in Fig. 64. 
With the improved appliances now in use, it is found 

----------- -----

possible to make these teeth very accurately, in spite of their 
complexity of form, and wheels so made work exceedingly 
smoothly. Screw wheels proper, with non-parallel axes, are 
dealt with in § 69. 

§ 19. COMPOUND SPUR GEARING. 

THE mechanism with three links which we have been 
considering in the last two sections is the simplest form 
which spur-wheel gearing can take. Very frequently chains 
containing toothed wheels are compound, which it will be 
remembered (seeep.  68) means that one or more links carry 
more than two elements. Such a chain is shown in Fig. 65, . 
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where the frame a has three elements, and the wheel d also 
the same number, being paired with a, b, and c. 1 In this 
train, by its construction, the points 00d of b and Ocd of c 
have the same linear velocity in opposite senses, whereas in  
the trains just considered the same points had the same 
linear velocity in  the sanze sensee. So far as regards the 
relative motion of b and c, therefore, the insertion of the 
thirde.wheel d bet,veen them has made no difference except 
in sense. Formerly they turned in opposite senses, no\v 
they tum in the same sense, their velocity-ratio being un
changed. The size of d does not affect the motions of b 
and c in  any way ,vhatever. Such a wheel as d, which 
merely affects the sense of motion in a train without altering 
the relative velocities of the first and last wheels, is called 
an idle wheel. Any number of idle wheels may be in
serted between the first and last wheel of a spur train ; if the 
number of idle wheels be odd the first and last wheels v.�ill turn 
in the same sense, if even in the opposite sense. No other 
change is made. 

Ife� be the angular velocity-ratio of b and c, which is 
m 

called the velocity-ratio of the train, then to find Ooc we 
must set off these quantities on parallels, as in Fig. 59, 
on the same side of the axis (see note p. 1 1 8) instead 
of on opposite sides, and join their end-points as before. 
A rad. c . n . .s 1s equa1 to - , It Is, however, not necessary to

dra . b m 
set off these quantities separately. The common tan
gent of the pitch circles must pass through O"' 
as shown by the dotted line in Fig. 6 5. The centrodes 

1 The teeth of d must here be counted as two elements, for d is 
paired both with beand c, although for convenience sake only one set of 
teeth is actually used for both pairings, by placing the wheels b and c 
opposite each other. 
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of b and c are still circles, for they are bodies turning 
with a constant velocity ratio about fixed axes, and this 
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FIG. 65. 

remains true of every pair of wheels in any spur gearing 
whatever, unless the wheels are non-circular. The com
pound chain of four links might therefore, so far as the 
motions of b and c are concerned, be replaced by a simple 
chain of three links with b1 and for the two wheels, c1c1 
being an annular wheel. This arrangement is sometimes 
used in practice� but there are so many inconveniences about 
it that the use of an idle wheel is generally found more 
suitable in cases where two ,vheels have to receive a constant 
angular velocity-ratio and to turn in the same sense. 1 

Fig. 66 is an example of the other principal form taken 
by compound spur-gearing. Here the intermediate wheel 

1 Prof. Reuleaux shov.·ed, at the Exhibition of Scientific Apparatus 
in 1876, a very ingenious arrangement for doing this without eithere811 .annular or an idle wheel, by a mechanism which, although resembhng _a spur-wheel train, was really an altered form of linkwork. This 
mechanism is illustrated and described in detail in Berl. Verhandl. 
1875, p. 294, and Der Constructeur, p. 537 (fourth Edition). 
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d has two sets of teeth of different radi� one pairing with b 
· and one with c. The point Ocd intc has therefore no longer

the same linear velocity as 01;d in b, but a velocity greater 

/, d 

B 

FIG. 66. 

or less exactly in proportion to the radii of those points 
L r. vel. � as points in d. Instead, therefore, of the ratio 
L r. vel. b 

(the velocity-ratio of the train) being equal to B� as before, 
C2 

. .. . I B1 
x 

D2
br, t e h po1n s t 2 and I b .1t 1s equa to C2 

e1ng points 

which have the same angular velocity (both being points of 
the same body d), and whose linear velocities are therefore 
directly proportional to their radii. This ratio can be easily
remembered if it is noticed that the numerator is the pro
duct of the radii of the driving wheels, and the denominator 
that of the driven wheels. For the radii, of course, the 
diameters may be substituted, or the number of teeth, if 
either happen to be more convenient. 

Exactly the same methods as those just used apply to the 
case of a compound-wheel train with more than three axes. 
It only requires to be remembered that the first and last 
wheels b and c turn in the same or in opposite senses 
according to whether the number of axes is odd or even 
respectively. 
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The general conclusions to be remembered are thesee: 
every spur�wheel train transmits: a constant angular velocity 
ratio between its first and last w�eels ; the value of this 
ratio is known from the radii or other dimensions of the 
wheels of the traine; the centrodes for the motion of the 
first and ]ast wheels relatively to each other are therefore 
circles of known radii, having their centres at the centres of 
those wheels. For the ,vhole train therefore, whatever 
wheels it may consist of, there may always be supposed 
substituted, for kinematic or mechanical purposes, one pair 
of wheels of known radii and centres, these wheels corre
sponding to the centrodes of the first and last wheels of the 
train. If the original gearing contained no annular wheels, 
and its number of axes was even, these centrodes will touch 
externally,-will correspond, that is, to the pitch circles of 
spur-wheels. If the number of axes was odd; and the 
original gearing contained no annular wheels, the centrodes 
will touch internally, that is, the whole train will be equi
valent to an annular wheel and a pinion. It is only because_ 
it would be frequently inconvenient to use in practice wheels 
having the diameters of the centrodes, that compound wheel 
trains are used instead of simple ones.. In considering 
compound trains, however, and especially the compound 
" epicyclic '' trains which will be described in the next 
section, it may often make apparently complex motions 
appear much more simple if a pair of wheels such as we 
have just mentioned be in imagination substituted for the 
11umerous wheels of the actual mechanism. 

The virtual centre of the first and last wheels · of a train, 
that is the. point of contact of their centrodes, is generally 
most easily found by calculation from the known velocity 
ratio of the train, and marked in its proper position on 
the line joining the centres of the wheels. But a direct 
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construction for determining this point graphically for any 
train,.when the position of the axes and the diameter of the 
wheels are given on paper, will be found given in a note at 
the end of this chapter. 

§ zo. EPICYCLIC GEARING. 

WE have seen that a kinematic chain may be converted 
into a mechanism in as n1any ways as it has Jinks (see 
p. 67 ), because any link may be made the fixed one. This 
of course applies as much to the chains we are now con
sidering as to ordinary linkwork, and it is a matter of· not 
at all unfrequent occurrence to find spur-wheel mechanisms 
in which one of the wheels is the fixed link instead of the 
frame. Such mechanisms are generally called epicyclic 
trains, because in them one or more wheels r�volve about 
the fixed one, in such a way that points in these wheels 
describe different cycloidal curves during their motion. 
When the frame is the fixed link the only kinematic ques
tion which commonly occurs is the relative angular velocity
of the first and the last wheel, and this we have already
considered. When one wheel is fixed, it is generally the 
relative angular velc?ci.ty of the last wheel and the revolving 
arm which we require to know, and this we rnay there
fore now look at. Let Fig. 67 be an epicyclic train in which 
the wheel b is to be fixed, and let r be the (kno,vn) velocity
ratio of the train (page 132), r being positive or negative
according to whether c turns in the opposite or the same 
sense as b when both move, and here therefore positive.
Now suppose a to make one complete revolution in either 
sense, carrying b with it. Then c must make one revolution 
in the san1e sense about its own axis, simply on account of the . 

http:velc?ci.ty
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motion of a and without any action of the wheel-tee/II. But 
the question is to know what motion c would have had had 
b been stationary. Let b, then, be made stationary, i.e. let 
it receive one tum back in the opposite sense to that in 

C 

l,T.., 

which a carried it, so as to bring it into its original position. 
Then c must necessarily receive r turns in the opposite 
sense to b, i.e. in the same sense as that in which a moved. 
The whole motion of t, therefore, for one revolution of the 
arm a, has been-

( I + r) revolutions. 

This is only a re-statement, in another form, of the pro
position given at the end oft§ 16. If c1, and 'a be the angular 
velocities of c relatively to b and a respectively, and ba the 
angular velocity of b relatively to a, then 

But e� = r, hence 
ba 

t1, = (bar + ba) 
= b0 (r + 1). 
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1'he angular velocity of b relatively to a, (ba), must be equal 
to that of a relatively to b, so that we have, just as above, 

cbe= (r + 1) 

per unit of velocity (which we have taken as one revolution) 
of a. 

This holds equally true whether the velocity ratio r is 
obtained by one pair or by any number of pairs of wheels, 
remembering only that r is a quantity which may be 
intrinsically positive or negative. The number of revolu
tions made by the last wheel of an epicyclic train for each 
revolution of the arm is therefore equal to one plus the 
velocity-ratio of the train if the number of axes in the train 

(' 

FIG. 68. 

be even, and one mt"nus the velocity-ratio of the train if 
the number of axes be odd.1 In the former case the wheel 
turns in the same sense as the arm ; in the latter in the 

1 Assuming that there are either no annular wheels in the train, or 
an even number. If there be one or any odd number of annular wheels 
in the train the plus and minus, and the sense of rotation, are 
transposed. 
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opposite sense, unless the ratio r is less than r. If therefore 
we employ a train proportioned as Fig. 68, where the 
velocity-ratio is = 1, and the number of axes is odd, ,ve 
have a case in which c makes 1 + ( - 1) revolutions for 
each revolution of the arm a, that is, c does not revolve at 
all. Various positions taken by c are shown in dotted lines 
in the figuree; it will be  seen that its motion is translation 
only, without any rotation. 

If the first wheel b of any epicyclic train have its axis 
fixed, but have itself a motion of rotation about that 
axis, this must of course be taken into account in con
sidering the motion of the last wheel. If b makes n 
revolutions for each revolution of the arm, then c makes 
I ± r ± nr revolutions instead of 1 ± r revolutions, the 
sign of r being determined as before, and the sign of nr 
being + if b causes c to rotate in  the same sense as the arm, 
and - if b causes c to rotate in the opposite sense to the 
arm. 

It is not necessary in any way that in such trains as Figs. 
66 or 68 the three (or more) wheel centres should lie in one 
line. If they do not do so, of course the line containing 
the point 0/Jc is always the line joining the centres of b and 
c, whether that l ine be the centre line of the frame or not, 
but the velocity-ratio of the train is in no way changed by 
altering the position of the centre of c relatively to that of b. 
The only change often adopted, however, from the forms 
shown in our figures is that the centre oftht last wheel is often 
made to coincide with that of the first. A mechanism in 
which this is done, of which Fig. 69 shows an example, may 
be  called a reverted train. There is no theoretical differ
ence between the trains shown in Figs. 66 and 69, and
as these two have been made intentionally with the samee 
diameters of wheels-the relative angular velocities of c and 
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a are the same in both cases. The only difference is that 
if in each b be supposed fixed, the rotation of c is very
much more easily utilised for most purposes when it is 
placed as in Fig. 69 than when it is placed as in Fig. 66. In 
each case (with the proportions shown) c will make I - 2·5 

= 1 �5 revolutions for each revolution of the arm, and in the 
opposite sense. to that of the arm's motion. 
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The use of a reverted train enables us to trarismit with 
only two axes some velocity-ratios (either very . great or very 
small) which otherwise could not well be transmitted without 
a much larger number, and even then with considerable 
inconvenience. Suppose, for instance, we wish to transmit 
a velocity ratio of 1 : 2,500, i.e. we require a driven body to 
tum only once about its axis while the driving body is 
turning 2,500 times. We need only make a the driving 
body (it may of course be itself a wheel, and driven by
another wheel), and ·use a reverted train having a velocity-

or -.ratio equal to 
2,500-- accord"1ng to the sense of 

2,500 2,499
rotation required. The negative sign is ensured by the use 
of the second axis. The ratio would be obtained by giving 
b 51  teeth, d 50 and 49 teeth, and c 50 teeth. The velocity
ratio of such a train would be 

5 I  X 49 2,499 - r·- -
50 X 50 2,500 
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and the number of revolutions made by c for each revolution 
of the arm would be 

I 
I - r = -- ·  

2,500 

Every ratio could not of course be obtained so easily as 
1 : 2,500, but those ratios which cannot be obtained ex�ct1y 
in this way can be obtained approximately, which ise. in · 
most cases all that would be done if they were obtained by · 
the use of ordinary instead of reverted wheele· trains. One 
of the commonest uses of reverted trains is in the feed 
motion for the tool carried by a boring bar. Other appli
cations of the same mechanism, commonly with the _use of 
an annular wheel, are to be found in what are called differ
ential pulley blocks, (§ 40), while Reuleaux describes a 
case in which it has actually been employed as a form of 
rotary engine. I ,  

We thus see that the main problem of the epicyclic train, 
the finding of the relative angular velocities of the last 
wheel and the revolving arm, is in all cases a rea_lly simple 
one, involving nothing more difficult than finding the velocity 
ratio of the gearing as a mere wheel-train and noting the 
number of axes and whether there are any annular wbeels. 
In a reverted train the central axis must of course be 
counted t\vice (as being the axis both of the first and last 
wheels), so that such a train cannot have less than _three 
axes. 

The actual motions occurring in a wheel-train are best 
followed, if they seem difficult to understand, - by substi- . 
tu ting for the actual wheels the centrodes of the firste_ a�d 
last only. There is one case only in which this substitutjon 
of two ,vheels for the whole train cannot apparent!y · be 

1 Kinematics oflJfachinery, p. 434· 
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carried out, when, namely, the original train is reverted, for 
of course two wheels having the same axes cannot gear with 
each other. An examination of what has occurred in this 
case will show that the three virtual centres of the arm and 
the two wheels have become coincident in one point, the 
centrodes also coincide with the same point, and all the 
construction becomes imaginary. This, however, does not 
prevent us from dealing ,vith reverted epicyclic trains in the 
same manner as before, for we have seen that the reversion, 
-the coincidence of the first and last axes,-was a change 
adopted purely for constructive reasons, and not one which 
affected the working of the mechanism in any way, so that 
there is no reason why we should not change the mechanism 
back into its nom1al form, with axes all separated, and in 
this form work out as before •any problems which we have 

•to examine. 
Figs. 7 o to 7 2 are examples of this. The mechanism 

sketched in Fig. 70 is a compound reverted epicyclic 
train of four links. The link b is fixed, the arm a revolves 
carrying with it the axes of d and e, the last wheel c has its 
axis coincident with that of b. The virtual centres Oan Oafl 

and O,x are in one point, and the centrodes themselves 
are condensed into the same point, so that constn1ctions 
involving either are impossible. Fig. 7I shows precisely the 
same mechanism with its axes separated. The points O""' 
0� and Oc,, are marked, and dotted circles b' and I show 
the form of the centrodes of b and c, the pitch circles of the 
one pair of wheels which would transmit the same angular 
velocity ratio as that of the whole train, and which there
fore may be supposed substituted for the whole train. 

It was unnecessary to have spread out the axes in line as 
has been here done, nothing is necessary beyond shifting the 
axes of c and b out of coincidence, as, for instance, has been 
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done in Fig. 7 2, where the three virtual centres are again 
marked, and parts of the pitch circles of the wheels b' and 
c', together equivalent to the whole train, are shown in 
dotted Jines. 
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In § 40 we shall have further examples of this treat
ment of reverted epicyclic trains, when dealing with their 
equilibrium under forces. 

§ 21. OTHER MECHANISMS WITH SPUR-WHEELS. 

THE mechanisms examined in this chapter have all con• 
·tained one ordinary link, with turning pairs, as well as the 
spur-wheels with their higher pairing. We shall now examine 
a few mechanisms in which the ordinary links play a more 
conspicuous part than in the former ones, but in which 
the presence of toothed gearing is still a characteristic. 
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Fig. 7 3 shows the well-known " sun•and-planet " mechanism 
of Watt. The special feature of this chain is that the two 
equal 1 wheels with the link a do not really form part of a 
common spur-wheel train such as was dealt with in § I 7. 
The outer wheel forms a part of the link b, the connecting 

-----0/,c 
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; 
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FIG. 73• 

rod, and is therefore not free to revolve about the axis of the 
crank-pin. It has, on the contrary, only a swinging motion, 
not a rotation, in the plane, a motion which approaches the 
more nearly to a simple translation the longer the rod be 
made, and which may be treated as a simple translation so 
far as its effect on e is concerned. 

To find the motion of e, imagine in the first place the 
wheel b to be attached to a and to make one r�volution with 
it. The wheel e would be in gear with it all the time, and 
would therefore be carried round one revolution in the·same 
sense. To bring the wheel b now back into its. original 
condition, the condition in which it would be .if it had been 
attached to the arm b, it must receive one turn bac'kivards 
about its own axis. · For in turning it round wit.h a it. has 

1 By an error in engraving, Fig. 73 shows two unequal wheels. 



but is, as in the last case, free to tum about the axis of a. 
The short crank a in actual construction takes the form of 
an eccentric. The wheel b forms, as before, part of the con
necting rod h, which here is paired with a block c instead of 
a lever. The mechanism is thus based on the slider-crank 
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received one turn forwards, and had it been fixed to b it 
would have had no rotation whatever. This backward 
rotation of b will give e another revolution in the same sense 
as before. The wheel e therefore makes two revo
lutions for each revolution of the crank, and in 

the same sense. 

This double revolution of the shaft comes out in a curious 
way on examining the virtual centres of the mechanism, 
some of which are marked in the figure. It will be seen 
that the virtual centres of b, c, d, and e are the same as if 
these four links together formed a lever-crank mechanism 
just like the original one, but with a crank of only half the 
length, viz. Oae- O&e, the radius of the spur-wheel. 

Fig. 7 4 sho\\'S a mechanism very different in appear• 
ance, but very similar in reality, to the one just examined. 

Obd 

FIG. 74-

It is used for certain capstans. The wheel e is here annular, 

L 
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instead of on the lever�crank. In general the wheel b is 
made as nearly as possible equal to e ;  as shown in the figure 
b ,vould have 20 teeth and e 24 For every revolution of 
the crank, therefore� by the reasoning used above (p. 144), 
the wheel e would make 1 - �-i = l of a revolution, the 
negative sign being used because the ,vheel e is annular. 
When ernploy.ed in a capstan the link c and the rod part of 
b are very light, being only required to prevent the rotation 
of b. The link a is the driving link, the capstan head being 
attached to the top of its shaft. The annular wheel e is 
formed upon the bottom of the drum, which therefore 
rotates, as driven link, freely about the shaft. The drum 
rotates only one-sixth as fast as the capstan, ,vith, as ,ve shall 
see presently, a corresponding " mechanical advantage." 
The only virtual centres ,vhich can present any difficulty 
are marked in the figure. 

Figures 7 5 and 76 illustrate a case in ,vhich a 
mechanism, impracticable if constructed in simple links, 
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may be made constructively convenient by utilising the 
centrodes of two of them. Fig. 75 shows the original 
mechanism, a slider-crank in which the connecting-rod b is 

http:ernploy.ed
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made equal in length to the crank a. This mechanism has 
this characteristic, that if only it be carried fairly on through
a revolution of a, the slide c will have a stroke twice as great
as that corresponding to the crank. But unless special 
means be used to constrain it, as soon as c gets to the centre 
of its stroke, the two ends of b coincide with those of a, and 
b and a together will simply revolve about coincident axes, 
the link c standing still ; the ,vhole mechanism ,vill have 
reduced itself to a pair of elements. A position ,vhere such 
a want of constrainment occurs is called a change-point.
It is easy to see that the centrodes of b and d are the t,vo 
dotted circles b1 and di, the for1ner half the diameter of the 
latter. If therefore we can only compel these curves to 
continue rolling on one another, ,ve can constrain the mo
tion we require. Reuleaux 1 has shown a mode of doing this 
just at the change-points, leaving the mechanism as it is in 
other positions. A clumsier but more usual method of doing 
the same thing is shown in Fig. 76, a form of mechanism 
not uncommon as a " parallel motion " in printing machines 
and other cases. Here the centrodes are utilised directly 
as the pitch circles of t,vo wheels, one an annular wheel 
forming part of d, the fixed link, the other a spur-wheel
attached to b. The radius of this latter is equal to the 
length of a or b. Except when the crank a is in its mid
position (at right angles to c), these ,vheels do not in any 
way whatever affect the motion, and might as well be 
absent In the mid-position of a, however, the gearing of 
the two wheels determines the point about which b rotates 
to be 00a, the position of which will then be the upper or 
lower point of the larger pitch-circle, whereas ifthe mechanism 
changed into a turning pair (in the way above described)
b would have to tum about Oco, which would coincide with· 

1 Kt"nematics <if .,.Vachinery, p. 303. 
L 2 
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Oad• Reuleaux's method consists essentially in lightening 
the mechanism by on1itting all unnecessary parts of the t\\'O 
wheels, and actually constructing only those teeth which 
come into gear at the points where constrainment is 
required. 

In the mechanism just described the two wheels formed 
parts of two already existing links : they did not alter the 
mechanism at all, but only acted by constraining it in 
certain positions. In Fig. 7 7  we return to a mechanism 

I•• 
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FIG, 77· 

in which the spur-wheel plays an independent part, this time 
in connection with a sliding pair. The crank a and con
necting rod b move exactly as in a slider-crank chain, the 
latter link being paired with a spur-wheel c, which may be of 
any size. The wheel c is compelled to rotate, backwards 
and forwards, by being geared ,vith a rack upon d. On its 
upper periphery c is geared with another rack e, which is 
itself connected with d by a sliding pair. The point about 
which c rotates, relatively to the fixed link d, must be always 
at Oe "' the lowest point of its circumference. The velocities 
of the points Oce and 01,c, both points of c, vary as their dis
tances from Oed, so that the former is always double that of 
the latter. But Ou is also a point. of the slide e, all points 
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of which have the same velocity, as it has a motion of trans
lation only. Hence in this mechanism the velocity of the 
slide e is in every position double what it would be in an 
ordinary slider-crank chain having the same crank and con
necting rod. The length of stroke of e is, of course, also 
double what it would be in that case. 

The same mechanism could also be arranged as in 
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cylinder, turning about the point O on which it rolls. 
An ordinary railway wheel is in exactly this condition. 
Relatively to the carriage frame it turns about the axis of 
the shaft ; relatively to the earth, however, it turns about the 
line along which it touches the rail. Any point on the 
periphery of the wheel, therefore, which is level with the 
shaft, is moving at an angle of 45° upwards or downwards. 
The topmost point of the periphery is for the instant 
moving in the same direction as the train, but with twice its 
velocity. The lowest point on the flange of the wheel tyre, 
which is below the level of the top of the rail, is moving in 
the opposite direction to the train, and at a velocity propor
tionate to its distance from the surface of the rail. All this 
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follo,vs as a mere matter of course from the fact that the 
wheel is turning about its line of contact ,vith the raile; but 
it is not easy to realise, on watching the passing of an 
express train, that some points of each ,vheel are moving 
forward twice as fast as the train, while others are actually 
n1oving in t�e opposite direction relatively to the observer. 

We have supposed, in this and the preceding section, that 
spur-,vheels ,vere used to communicate a constant velocity 
ratio, and have seen that in this case the spur-,vheels were 
circular. But mechanisms exist, although they are not 
common, in which spur-wheels are used to ccn1municate 
some varying velocity ratio between t\vo bodies revolving 
about fixed axes. Suppose we had a mechanism consisting 
simply of two such bodies, b and c, with the frame a con
necting their centres, as in § I 7 (Fig. 58). Considering, 
then, the frame a as fixed, ,ve can show, by identically the 
same proof as before, that the point of contact of the cent
rodes of b and c must always lie on the line of centres. 
But as the velocity ratio is not now constant, it will not 
occupy always the same position on that line, but ,vill be 
continually changing its distance from the t,vo fixed centres. 
The centrodes of b and c must therefore be non-circular 
curves, although they must still roll on one another, revolve 
each about its proper fixed centre in a, and touch on the 
line of centres just as before. The required motion could, 
just as before, be transmitted by (non-circular) friction 
wheels, but for the same reasons as formerly toothed wheels 
are used, their pitch curves being not now circles but the 
non-circular centrodes corresponding to the required motion. 
On these curves teeth can be constructed, by the n1ethod of 
§ 18 (or otherwise), just as before, and teeth so constructed 
,vill constrain a relative motion corresponding exactly to the 
rolling of the centrodes-that is, to the required varying 
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angular velocities of the bodies. A mechanism such as that 
of Fig. 1 19 sometimes appears in the form of elliptic toothed 
,vheels, the ccntrodes of a and c relatively to each other being
ellipses ( see Figs. in § 42 ). The link d is in this case 
generally fixed, and the link b al,vays omitted. In its link
work form this is one of the mechanisms ,vhich has a 
change-point, this point occurring ,vhen all four links are in 
a straight line, fron1 ,vhich position n1otion may continue 
with b and d either parallel or crossed. Reuleaux has pro
posed to constrain the mechanism at this point by using 
what are virtually very small segments (single teeth) of the 
elliptic wheels, sufficient to fix the position of the virtual 
centre at the only point ,vhere it could change, in the 
manner already described in this section in connection with 
Fig. 76. 

§ 22. CAM TRAINS. 

A non-circular cylinder or disc, its periphery formed of 
circular arcs or any other curves, used to give motion to 
some link of a chain ,vith which it is connected by higher 
pairing, is called a cam. The drawback of the line contact 
of higher pairs (p. 5 7 ), and their consequent rapid wear, is 
felt here much more than in toothed wheels, and for this 
reason, and others connected with it, mechanisms containing 
can1s, ,vhich we may call cam trains, are not very common 
in ordinary engineering work. 

\Vithin certain lin1its the use of cams allows of the certain 
transmission of velocities varying very widely and in an 
easily determined fashion, from a uniformly revolving shaft, 
and they are thus often enough very convenient. 

It will suffice if we here deal with two or three examples 
of cam trains, of which one, a train sometimes used in 
shearing or punching machines, is sketched in Fig. 7 9. This 
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mechanism contains three links only, a fixed link or frame 
c, a shearing lever b, and a ca1n a turning about a fixed 
point on the frame, and driving the lever by pressure on its 
under side. In order that the mechanism may be con-· 
strained, the lever must be kept pressed against the cam 
either by its own weight or by some mechanical arrange• 
ment. The· points· 0,,c and Dae can be marked at once. 
The thir<l virtual centre, OaM must be in the same line 
with them. Its position is at once determined by drawing 

6 
--·-----

FJG. 79· 

a line through the point of contact, A, of b and a, normal 
to their surfaces. For the point A, as a point of a, can 
move relatively to b only in the direction of the tangent to 
the contact surfaces. The point about which A is turning 
must therefore be upon a line through A at right angles to 
those surf aces. 

Fig. 80 again shows a cam train of three links, but one 
of the three pairs is here a sliding pair, a more usual com· 
bination than the last. The three virtual centres lie on a 
line (horizontal in the Figure) at right angles to the direction 
of motion of b. Oa,, is found as in the last case. 01>c is 
infinitely distant. 

If a part of the cam's periphery, as in the case before us, 
be a circular arc struck from the centre about which the 
cam rotates, the link b will remain stationary so long as this 
part of the cam is sliding along it. During this time the 
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contact between a and b will be in the line of the axis of c, 
and O"" ,vill have become coincident with Oa&• 

Fig. 81 shows a sorne,vhat more complex case where 
there are four links, arranged as in an ordinary slider-crank 
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mechanism, but with a cam taking the place of the crank
pin.1 The virtual centres are marked in the figure. 'l'he 
whole mechanism is equivalent to a slider-crank with a crank 
of varying length, this length being in each position the 
distance Oad Oa/J• 

Reuleaux has examined at great length and with mucl1 
ingenuity the for1n to be given to cams such as those of 
Fig. 8 r, so that they may work as elements of higher pairs 
in complete constrainn1ent, and not, as in Fig. 80, con-

1 Not the place of the crank itself, for the link a has t\\'O elements, 
one the cam, the other the shaft paired with the trame d. For t�e real 
shape of the cam in this case (which is very imperfectly shown 1n the 

"" 
I<igure) see Kineniatics of MMhiner7, Figs. 101, I 14, etc. , 
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strained only by the arrangement of the rest of the 
mechanism. This matter ,ve shall not; therefore, examine 
here. But we shall take one exa1nple of cam design from a 
quite different, but equally important, point of view. Let 
the problem be the proportioning of a cam such as that of 
Fig. 79, and the data that the cam is to revolve about a 
centre 0, and drive a straight bar in such fashion that the 
positions OA, OB, OC, OD of any radius of the cam 
correspond to positions a, b, c, d of the driven bar. 
Further, let a be the lowest and c the highest position of 
the bar, and assume that it  is required to ren1ain stationary 
in its lov.'est position while the can1 continues its rotation 
from OD back to OA. Let us start with position A. Here 
the point I must be the point of contact and 01 the radius 
of the cam. For, if the point of contact were anywhere 
else along a, further revolution of the cam in one direction 
would lo1ver the bar, and this ,ve do not v.·ish to do. 
Further, as the bar is to remain at a during a certain 
period, the cam's form must be that of a circular arc with 
radius 01 during the corresponding angle, ,vhich we can 
draw by making the angle 1 04 equal to the angle DOA. 
When the bar is at b, the radius 01 is at 01', the angle 
1 01' being = A OB. The position of the point 2, ,vhere 
the can1 is to touch the bar when the position b is reached, 
is not absolutely, that is uniquely, fixed, but it must fulfil 
certain conditionst; and if the relative positions A and a, B 
and b, &c., are ta.ken quite arbitrarily in the first instance it 
by no means follows that these conditions can be fulfilled. 
In other words, it is not possible by means of a cam working 
against a straight bar to give the latter any series of arbi
trarily chosen positions for any series of arbitrarily chosen 
angular positions of the cam. The point 2, if any such 
point can exist, can be found under the following conditionst: 
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( I )  the radius 02 must not be greater than 03', for, if it 
,vere, c would not be the highest position of the bar ; 
(2) it must not be less than the distance from O to the line 
b ;  and (3) whe11 the cam is in the position sho,vn-i.e. ,vith 
its lowest point in contact-the J)oint 2 must lie belovv the 
line a, for other\vise the bar could not touch the cam at I. 
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Its position when the cam is in the position .. 4 roust there
fore be some\vhere between the circles tn and n, and below 
the line a. Further, it is conditioned by the fact that, from 
whatever position it starts, it must come to· b after the cam 
has turned through the angle BOA. Should the angle 

PON be greater than the angle BOA it is obvious that this 
cannot be done, even taking the extreme radius ON for the 
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point 2, and making the cam straight from 1 to N, in which 
case, directly contact ceased at 1, N would become the 
driving-point, and would so continue until it reached 31 

• 

Under the conditions sho\\'n in the figure it is unnecessary 
to go to such an extreme. ,ve may take 2 ,vithin the radius 
n, but in or.der to find within what limits we can choose its 
position we must first mark the point 3, which is uniquely 
determined. For this point must lie on the circle n, and 
when the cam is in its A position it must be back from 0A 
by an angle A 03 = C03', the point 3' being itself fixed as 
the point 1 ,vas on p. 1 54. 1'he determination of the point 
3 gives us the condition that the tangent at 2 must pass 
outside 3. For otherwise 3 would con1e in contact with b ·  

· before 2 could do so, and the intended motion of the cam 
could not be obtained. 1'his tangent t2 can always be drawn 
as a line making the same angle with 02 that the line b 
makes ,vith 02'. As a last condition, the angle 2 02', passed 
through by the radius 02 between the A and the B positions 
of the cam, must be equal to the given angle AOB. In the 
figure the given relative positions of the cam and the bar 
have been so chosen that all these conditions can be fulfilled 
and the point 2 found. It is then only necessary to join 
the points 1, 2, and 3 by any fair curve convex outwards and 
having the required tangents a, 12, and /3 at the three points. 
In the extreme case 2, 3 may be a straight line, a part of the 
tangent at 2, ,vhich will cause the point 3 to become the . 
driving-point directly contact at 2 cea�es. 

The point 4, corresponding to d, has to be found by a 
similar construction, and its possible positions are limited by 
similar conditions, but it can easily be seen that these con
ditions can not be fulfilled in our example. For the tangent 
t ._ to the cam at 4 ( when position a is again reached} falls 
within the point 3. This ,vill make the outline or profile of 
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the can1 concave outwards between 3 and 4 ( as dotted). 
�rhe point 3 ,vill therefore still remain the driving-point
after the position C is passed, and will not only fix the D
position of the bar in some other place than that chosen, 
but will prevent the bar reaching its lo,vest position until the 
point 41 (the point where a line drawn from 3 touches the 
circle) becomes the driving point. 

NOTE TO CIIAPTER VI. 

VIRTUAL CENTRES IN WHEEL-GEAR[NG. 

In § 19, it ,vas pointed out that the virtual centres of wheel-trains 
could be determined graphically and ,vithout calculation, although in 
most cases this was not the most convenient method. The construc
tions connected ·with this matter have, however, sufficient geometrical 
interest to justify their being given here. Let Fig. 83 represent an 
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ordinary spur-wheel chain of four linkse; the problem is to find the point 
Ohd, the virtual centre of the last wheel d relatively to the first wheel 
/,. We know, to start ,vith, the diameters of all the wheels (given on the 
paper), and we know also that the centrodes of b and d must be circles, 
and that 01,a, their point of contact, must lie on the line joining their 
centres. Suppose 6 fixed, the frame a turns about the point I ( = OaJ)•. 
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Let 3M represent on any scale the velocity of the point 3( = One) of the 
link a. Then by drawing the line 1,J1 ,ve obtain 5N as the velocity of 
the point 5 (which is also the point Ond) in a. The point 2 is the 
virtual centre Obc of the link c relatively to b. All points in c are there
fore moving (relatively to b) about this point, and their velocities vary 
as their distances from it. \Ve kno\.v the velocity of one point in c, 
namely 3M, the velocity of 3, for this is the common point Oa, of c and a. 
By dra \\'ing 2irf, therefore, we can find at once 4P as the velocity of the 
point 4 in c relatively to b. But the point 4 is Qcd, the common point 
ofc and d, therefore 4P must aho be the velocity of the point 4 in d 
relatively to b. '\Ve therefore kno,v the velocities of two points ined, 
namely 4 and 5, relatively to b. But the velocity of all points in d re
latively to b vary as their distances from the as yet unkno,vn point 01,d. 
To find this point, "''e have then only to join PN, and mark the point 
·where this line cuts the axis as the required point. The centrodes of b 
and d are therefore the dotted circles, /11 and d1• \Vriting o for Obd, the 

velocity ratio of the train is 10, ,vhich is intrinsically negative, as 05 is 
05 

measured in the opposite sense to 10. The given compound train is 
equivalent to a simple train ,vith two wheels, one of them annular, the 

pitch circles cf these wheels touching in o, and their centres being those 
of the first and la.st wheels in the original train. 

About this construction ,ve may now notice that the velocity of the 
point 3 of a, 3M, was set off on any scale. 3M was therefore a line of 
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any length whatever, and ,ve did not actually require to kno,,· the 
velocity of a. We have simply to <lra,v 3Jrf, 4P, and 5N parallels, Ilv.. 
and 2P any Jines from I and 2 passing through a common point M, and 
then join PN to find o. 

The construction can be extended ,vith the greatest ease to any 
-nun1ber of axes. In Figure 84 one more ·wheel, e, is added, touching 
d in the point 6, and having its centre at 7. Then ,ve know the 
velocity of two points in e. relatively to b, for the point 7 is also a point 
in a (= Oae) and must have the velocity 7R, ,vbile the point 6 is also a 
point in d (= Ode) and must have the velocity 6Q. The virtual centre 
of erelatively to b, (Obe), is found at once, by joining RQ ,,,ith the centre 
line of the mechanism. Calling this point o', the velocity ratio of this 

• · 10, . . . .ti-a1n 1s -, lanc 1s pos1ttve, so that both tl1e representative wh 1ee s0'7 
(shown in dotted lines b1 and e1) are spur-,vheels, externally toothed. 

The relation bet,veen the six points I,  2, 3, 4, 5, o of Fig. 83 leads 
us to a still simpler construction. For by hypothesi'> 

1 • 2 velocity ratio of train = - �·--�
0 . 5  

I • 2 3 • 4 5 · 0 _there1rore -- x -- x --- - - 1 
2 . 3  4 . 5 0 .  1 

Similarly, in the more e,ctended train of Fig. 84 (substituting the 
virtual for the actual centres of the first part of the mechanism) we 
have 

I . O  5 . 6  7 . 0' _  
-- X -- X --=-- - - I .

0 . 5 6 . 7  d . 1  

Six: points related in this way are said to he in an involution, and 
from the properties of the involution we may draw certain conclusions 
affecting the wheel train. In the first place it follows that 

4 . 2 3 . I 5 .  0
X -- -- I,

1 . 52 . 3 0 . 4 
I • 2 0 . 4--· X - - X L3 = I, and
2 . 0  4 . 5  3 • I 

• I . 2 . 05 X 3 . 4 X --· - - J. 
2 0 .  I5 . 3  4 . 
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In the first two equations given above (p. 159) it will be noticed that 
the first figure in each numerator and the second in each denominator 
are the wheel centres, and the others the points of contact. The three 
equations just given may be taken to represent wheel-trains in just the 
!-arne way. Thus from the first of them we see that we could have a 
,vheel train with centres at 4, 3, an<l 5, and points of contact at 2 and 
I,  and that such a train would correspond exactly to one of t,vo ·wheels 
with centres 'at 4 and 5 and a point of contact at o, and so on. 

Secondly, a matter which is more important for us, all the properties 
of an involution are projective, so that the lines 3M, 4P, 5N, &c., in the 
figures are not essentially parallel, it is only necessary that they should 
meet at some one point. They are parall.:l if that point be taken at an 
infinite distance, but there is no reason why it should not be taken at 
any convenient position on the paper. If this be done the construction 
takes the very general form shown in Fig. 84, ,vhich is lettered as the 
former figures, and needs no further explanation. 
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	THE essential condition to be fulfilled by the forms or pro.files of wheel-teeth is, that at whatever point there may be contact between the· teeth of the driving 
	and the driven wheels, the velocity-ratio of the two wheels mqst be the same. But we have seen that for any given velocity-ratio there is some fixed virtual centre for the two ,vheels. We might, therefore, express the condition by sayinge: at whatever point there may be contact between the teeth, their virtual centre must remain unchanged. 
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	drive c, or vice versd, these curves could not form part of 
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	the required profiles, because the normal at O, the line 
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	which is the virtual radius for the relative motion of the two profiles, does not pass through the required virtual centre O"i: but cuts the line of centres in some different point, a point corresponding to totally different centrodes, and therefore to a totally different velocity-ratio from the one which it is desired to transmit. 
	Figure
	C 
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	Fie. 60. 
	It is easy to draw a curve which could not possibly be used as the profile for a tooth of a given wheel, but given any curve which could be so used, there is no great difficulty in finding the form which the profile working with it must l1ave in order to fulfil the necessary conditions.eIt is not consistent with our purpose here to describe the methods for doing this, or to take up other special cases connected with the form of teeth,, although they are both numerous and interesting. In the immense majority
	1 
	or 
	less 
	curves 
	fulfil 

	This problem, as well as a number of other special cases relating to the form of wheel-teeth, have been treated at length and with grt clearness, by Reuleaux, both in his Constructeur and in the Kinematics o/Machinerypp. 146-164, &c. See also Unwin, chap. ix. 
	1 
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	exactly the conditions which we have laid do,vn as being essential to the proper working of wheel-teeth. It will be sufficient for our f)Urposes here to prove that this is the case. Cycloidal curves are not used because of anyintrinsic value which that ·class of curve possesses, but simply because they are the most easily constructed of all the curves which fulfil the desired conditions and give at the same time teeth of a shape having the necessary strength and being in other respects practically convenien
	I, •,, , ,,"11/..... _.... C 
	FIG 61. 
	In Fig. 61 let b and c be the centrodes or pitch-circlesand let 1n be a third circle, which is to be used as a " describing circle " in drawing the cycloidal profiles, and which is in contact with both at the same point, the point M being the '' describing point.'' When one cnrve rolls upon another the virtual centre for the relative motion of the two curves is always their point of contact. For as the motion of rolling excludes slipping by definition, the curves must be stationary relatively to each other
	of a pair of ,vheels in contact always at 0
	1;c 
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	their virtual centre. \Vhen m therefore rolls in or upon b or cits virtual centre relatively to either is its point of contact with it. The point M then must describe curves which have the property that their direction at any point is normal to the line joining that point to the point which is Ohor O,n for the time being, that is to the point which is the point of contact of b and m or of c and 1n. If now b and c be supposed to turn about their centres and roll upon one another at the same time, so as to b
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	,vill al,vays pass through O
	c-

	· for the ideal forms of ,vheel-teeth, and here we have the real cause and justification of that choice. 
	It is obvious that the proof just given is independent of the size of the describing circle nt. If, however, its diameter be made more than (or even as much as) half that of the smallest wheel for which it is to be used, the teeth of that wheel, although kinematically correct, will have a form which is narrower at the bottom than at the middle, and which is consequently deficient in strength. The 1naximum diameter of a describing circle is generally fixed, on these 
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	grounds, at half the diameter of the smallest pitch circle for which it is to be used. 
	It is necessary to use the same describing circle for parts of teeth which are to work together, but it is not necessary to dra,v the whole tooth with the same describing circle. In Fig. 6 r, for instance, the inside of b, and the outside of c, might be drawn with a circle of different diameter to 1n. On practical grounds, however, it is advisable to use the same describing circle, not only for the whole teeth of any one pair of wheels, but for as 1nany different ·wheels as possible. The reason for this is 
	· The portion of a tooth outside the pitch circle is called its point, the portion inside the pitch circle its root. The profile of the point is called the face of the tooth and the profile of the root the flank. It is necessary that we should now consider the relative motions of these profiles on each other. Suppose that a pencil had been attached to any point of the describing circle m (Fig. 61) while b, c, and nz were simultaneously rolling together .. Relatively to b and c 1 and 1, and the particular po
	the pencil would have described the cycloidal curves b
	c

	The path of the point of contact of a pair of cycloidal teeth is therefore an arc of the circle with which their profiles have been· described. 
	' 
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	Fig. 62 shows a pair of such teeth in their first and last contact. The path of the point of contact is the double arc AOA• The wheels are lettered a and b, and the frame (not drawn) forms the link c. The root of a tooth of a drives in the first instance the point of a tooth of b, and this 
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	continues throughout the angle a(called the angle of 
	1 

	approach) until the pitch points A and B of the teeth fall together at •· Relatively to each other the two surfaces are moving in the sense indicated by the small arrows. If at O the point B had slid into contact with the same point Aas came first into contact with Bi, the amount of slidingB. But as B eventually ·comes into contact ,vith A and not with A, the real amount of sliding is only B1B -A1A. The quantity (AA) may be called the working length of the flank. Similarly during Ł the angle of recess, the 
	1 
	of 
	b relatively to a would have been simply B
	1
	· 
	1
	latter 
	1
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	rub on each other until finally Ais in contact with B,and the amount of sliding is AA-BB• The total amount of sliding of one pair of teeth, then, during their whole period of con tact (corresponding to the arc a 
	2 
	2
	2 
	2

	1 a.2) · 
	= 
	a
	+ 

	-AA + AA-BB
	IS 
	B
	1
	B 
	1
	2 
	2 

	= BB-BB+ AAAA = s or the sum of the lengths (length of face -working length of flank) for the two teeth.
	1 
	2 
	2 
	1
	1 

	Every point on the pitch circle ·or the wheels has, during the time the pair of teeth were in contact, moved through a distance ra (the angle a being in circular measure). We have then the ratio 
	1

	Mean velocity of nibbing of teeth s Velocity of pitch circle 
	Figure
	The velocity of the pitch circle is 21rr1n (n being the number of revolutions of a per minute). The mean velocity with ". hich 
	the teeth slide on one another is therefore s.n.Ł, or (if we 
	a 
	write V for the pitch circle velocity) = Vs 
	r
	1
	a. 

	It is possible to obtain this velocity in a quite different form. If ,ve write ab and ac for the angular velocity of a relatively to b and · c respectively, and be for the angularvelocity of b relatively to c, then we know (§ 16, p115) that 
	. 

	Figure
	(the sign is positive because a and b turn in opposite. senses relatively to c). The point O is the virtual centre of a 
	The first and last points of contact for any given teeth can be found 2 and 01 , with radii equal to 0Band 01A2 respectively, cut the describing circles m. 
	1 
	at once as the points where circles drawn about 0
	2
	1 
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	relatively to b. The linear velocity of any point in a relatively to b is equal to a6 multiplied by the distance of the point from 0. The velocity of A1 therefore, ,vhich is the velocity of sliding at the first. point of contact, is 
	ab X OA1 = (a+ be) OA. 
	e 
	1

	V V
	But ae = -· and be = -. Substituting these values, 
	and 

	r1 
	r1 
	9
	r
	-
	-



	taking the mean velocity as half the initial velocity, which is very closely approximate, we get for the mean velocity of sliding 
	Figure
	In order that two pairs of teeth may always be in contact it is necessary that the arc OA1 should be at least equal to the pitch. Taking the arc and the chord as equal, it is very usual to substitute p, the pitch of the teeth, for OAin the formula just given. The result is of course more. exact 
	1 

	if ra be substituted for OA(assuming a1 and <12 to be 
	1 

	2 
	equal). 
	It will be noticed that the sliding of the teeth upon one another is not by any means exactly the same thing as the sliding which occurs in the surfaces of lower pairs. at any one instant the two lines of the tooth surfaces which are coincident slide upon one another in a direction normal to their virtual radii. (If a be fixed, for instance, and b be made to move, .Bslides upon A1 in a direction normal to O.B1.) to centre changes, and therefore the direction 
	Here 
	1 
	But from 
	instant 
	instant 
	the 
	position 
	of 
	the 
	virtual 
	of 
	the 
	virtual 

	K 
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	. 

	the motion of the pair, because the virtual centre of the pair is permanent. The difference between the sliding in higherand in lower pairs is thus closely analogous to the difference between general rotation about a series of virtual centres,and permanent rotation about a fixed axis. 
	This general case of sliding between two surfaces, for which no special name has been proposed, is the one which occurs not only in wheel teeth, but in all higher pairing,including cams (§ 22) and the "reduced" chains of § 53. The closed higher pairs of Reuleaux form excellent illustrations of it Outside the lower pairs pure sliding only occurs in certain very special cases, of which one or two are mentioned in § 5 7. The same relative change of position as that corresponding to any finite an1ount of gener
	1 

	The smaller the angle a. (Fig. 62) can be made, the more nearly will the path of contact approach a straight line at 
	Figure
	FIG. 63. 
	FIG. 63. 
	right angles to the line of centres, the less will be the obliquity of the pressure between the teeth (the effects of which we shall examine in § 76), and the less will be the extent of the 
	1 
	Kinematics of Machinery, §§ 21 to 29. 
	Kinematics of Machinery, §§ 21 to 29. 
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	19
	] 

	sliding of the teeth. To attain these results without reducing the pitch (which would weaken the teeth) Dr. Hooke long ago proposed making wheels with stepped teeth (Fig. 63)In recent practice the same result has been attained by making the steps continuous, so that the outlines of the teeth become portions of screws. To prevent endlong pressure on the shaft the screews are made double, as shown in Fig64. With the improved appliances now in use, it is found 
	. 
	. 

	----------------
	possible to make these teeth very accurately, in spite of their complexity of form, and wheels so made work exceedingly smoothly. Screw wheels proper, with non-parallel axes, are dealt with in § 69. 
	§ 19. COMPOUND SPUR GEARING. 
	THE mechanism with three links which we have been considering in the last two sections is the simplest form which spur-wheel gearing can take. Very frequently chains containing toothed wheels are compound, which it will be remembered (seeep. means that one or more links more than two elements. Such a chain is 
	68) 
	carry 
	shown 
	in 
	Fig. 
	6
	5, 

	. 
	Figure
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	where the frame a has three elements, and the wheel d also the same number, being paired with a, b, and c.In this 0d of band Ocd of c have the same linear velocity in opposite senses, whereas in the trains just considered the same points had the same linear velocity in the sanze sensee. So far as regards the relative motion of b and c, therefore, the insertion of the thirde.wheel d bet,veen them has made no difference except in sense. Formerly they turned in opposite senses, no\v they tum in the same sense,
	1 
	train, by its construction, the points 0

	IfeŁ be the angular velocity-ratio of b and c, which is 
	m 
	called the velocity-ratio of the train, then to find Owe 
	oc 

	must set off these quantities on parallels, as in Fig59, on the same side of the axis (see note p. 118) instead of on opposite sides, and join their end-points as before
	. 
	. 

	A rad. c . 
	n 

	. .
	s 1s equa1 to -, It Is, however, not necessary to
	dra . b m 
	set off these quantities separately. The common tangent of the pitch circles must pass through Oas shown by the dotted line in Fig. 6 5. The centrodes 
	"' 

	1 
	The teeth of d must here be counted as two elements, for d is paired both with beand c, although for convenience sake only one set of teeth is actually used for both pairings, by placing the wheels b and c opposite each other. 
	Figure
	COMPOUND SPUR GEARING. 
	COMPOUND SPUR GEARING. 
	§ 
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	.. 
	of b and c are still circles, for they are bodies turning with a constant velocity ratio about fixed axes, and this 
	· 
	, 
	Figure
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	FIG. 65. 
	remains true of every pair of wheels in any spur gearing whatever, unless the wheels are non-circular. The compound chain of four links might therefore, so far as the motions of b and care concerned, be replaced by a simple chain of three links with band for the two wheels, c
	1 
	1

	1 being an annular wheel. This arrangement is used in practiceŁ but there are so many inconveniences about it that the use of an idle wheel is generally found more suitable in cases where two ,vheels have to receive a constant angular velocity-ratio and to turn in the same sense. Fig. 66 is an example of the other principal form taken by compound spur-gearing. Here the intermediate wheel 
	c
	sometimes 
	1 

	Prof. Reuleaux shov.·ed, at the Exhibition of Scientific Apparatus in 1876, a very ingenious arrangement for doing this without eithere811 
	1 

	.
	annular or an idle wheel, by a mechanism which, although resembhng 
	_
	a spur-wheel train, was really an altered form of linkwork. This mechanism is illustrated and described in detail in Berl. Verhandl. 1875, p. 294, and Der Constructeur, p. 537 (fourth Edition). 
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	d has two sets of teeth of different radiŁ one pairing with b and one with c. The point Ocd intc has therefore no longerthe same linear velocity as 0in b, but a velocity greater 
	· 
	1;d 

	/, 
	d 

	B 
	FIG. 66. 
	or less exactly in proportion to the radii of those points L r. vel. Ł 
	as points in d. Instead, therefore, of the ratio 
	as points in d. Instead, therefore, of the ratio 
	Lr. vel. b 

	(the velocity-ratio of the train) being equal to Ł as before, 
	B

	C2 
	. .
	. I 1 2h po1n s t 2 and I 
	. 
	B
	x 
	D
	br
	, 
	t e 
	b 
	.

	1t 1s equa to e1ng points 
	C
	2 

	which have the same angular velocity (both being points of the same body d), and whose linear velocities are therefore directly proportional to their radiiThis ratio can be easilyremembered if it is noticed that the numerator is the product of the radii of the driving wheels, and the denominator that of the driven wheels. For the radii, of course, the diameters may be substituted, or the number of teeth, if either happen to be more convenient. 
	. 

	Exactly the same methods as those just used apply to the case of a compound-wheel train with more than three axes. It only requires to be remembered that the first and last wheels b and c turn in the same or in opposite senses according to whether the number of axes is odd or even respectively. 
	19.J COMPOUND SPUR GEARING. 13
	§ 
	5 

	The general conclusions to be remembered are thesee: every spurŁwheel train transmits: a constant angular velocity ratio between its first and last wŁeels ; the value of this ratio is known from the radii or other dimensions of the wheels of the traine; the centrodes for the motion of the first and ]ast wheels relatively to each other are therefore circles of known radii, having their centres at the centres of those wheels. For the ,vhole train therefore, whatever wheels it may consist of, there may always 
	nd 

	" epicyclic '' trains which will be described in the section, it may often make apparently complex motions appear much more simple if a pair of wheels such as we have just mentioned be in imagination substituted for the 11umerous wheels of the actual mechanism. 
	next 

	The virtual centre of the first and last wheels · of a train, that is the. point of contact of their centrodes, is generally most easily found by calculation from the known 
	velocity 

	ratio of the train, and marked in its proper 
	position 
	on 

	line joining the centres of the wheels. But a 
	the 
	direct 
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	construction for determining this point graphically for any train,.when the position of the axes and the diameter of the wheels are given on paper, will be found given in a note at the end of this chapter. 
	§ zo. EPICYCLIC GEARING. 
	§ zo. EPICYCLIC GEARING. 
	WE have seen that a kinematic chain may be converted into a mechanism in as n1any ways as it has Jinks (see 
	p. 67 ), because any link may be made the fixed one. This of course applies as much to the chains we are now considering as to ordinary linkwork, and it is a matter of· not at all unfrequent occurrence to find spur-wheel mechanisms in which one of the wheels is the fixed link instead of the frame. Such mechanisms are generally called epicyclic trains, because in them one or more wheels r�volve about the fixed one, in such a way that points in these wheels describe different cycloidal curves during their mo
	velc?ci.ty 
	ry
	ing b 

	EPICYCLIC GEARING. 
	§ 20.] 

	Figure
	motion of a and without any action of the wheel-tee/II. But the question is to know what motion c would have had had b been stationary. Let b, then, be made stationary, i.e. let it receive one tum back in the opposite sense to that in 
	C 
	Figure
	l,T
	.., 
	Figure
	which a carried it, so as to bring it into its original position. Then c must necessarily receive r turns in the opposite sense to b, i.e. in the same sense as that in which a moved. The whole motion of t, therefore, for one revolution of the arm a, has been
	-

	( I + r) revolutions. 
	This is only a re-statement, in another form, of the proposition given at the end oft16. If cand 'a be the r velocities of c relatively to b and a respectively, and ba the angular velocity of b relatively to a, then 
	§ 
	1, 
	angula

	Figure
	But eŁ = r, hence 
	a 
	b

	1, a= b(r 1). 
	t
	= (b
	r + ba
	) 
	0 
	+ 

	• 
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	), must be equal to that of a relatively to b, so that we have, just as above, 
	1'he angular velocity of b relatively to a, (b
	a

	c(r+1) 
	be
	=

	per unit of velocity (which we have taken as one revolution) of a. 
	This holds equally true whether the velocity ratio r is obtained by one pair or by any number of pairs of wheels, remembering only that r is a quantity which may be intrinsically positive or negative. The number of revolutions made by the last wheel of an epicyclic train for each revolution of the arm is therefore equal to one plus the velocity-ratio of the train if the number of axes in the train 
	(' 
	FIG. 68. 
	FIG. 68. 
	even, and one mt"nus the velocity-ratio of the train if the number of axes be odd.In the former case the wheel turns in the same sense as the arm ; in the latter in the 
	be 
	1 

	Assuming that there are either no annular wheels in the train, or an even number. If there be one or any odd number of annular wheels in the train the plus and minus, and the sense of rotation, are transposed. 
	1 
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	1

	opposite sense, unless the ratio r is less than r. If therefore we employ a train proportioned as Fig. 68, where the velocity-ratio is = 1, and the number of axes is odd, ,ve have a case in which c makes 1 + (-1) revolutions for each revolution of the arm a, that is, c does not revolve at all. Various positions taken by c are shown in dotted lines 
	in the figuree; it will be seen that its motion 
	in the figuree; it will be seen that its motion 
	in the figuree; it will be seen that its motion 
	is translation 

	only, without any rotation. 
	only, without any rotation. 

	If the first wheel b of any epicyclic 
	If the first wheel b of any epicyclic 
	train 
	have its axis 


	fixed, but have itself a motion of rotation about that axis, this must of course be taken into account in considering the motion of the last wheel. If b makes revolutions for each revolution of the arm, then c makes I ± r ± nr revolutions instead of 1 ± r revolutions, the gn of nr being + if b causes c to rotate in the same sense as the arm, and -if b causes c to rotate in the opposite sense to the arm. 
	n 
	sign of r being determined as before, and the si

	It is not necessary in any way that in such trains as Figs. 66 or 68 the three (or more) wheel centres should lie in one line. If they do not do so, of course the line containing is always the line joining the centres of band c, whether that line be the centre line of the frame or not, but the velocity-ratio of the train is in no way changed by altering the position of the centre of c relatively to that of b. The only change often adopted, however, from the forms shown in our figures is that the centre ofth
	the point 0
	/Jc 
	as 
	samee 
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	a are the same in both cases. The only difference is that if in each b be supposed fixed, the rotation of c is verymuch more easily utilised for most purposes when it is placed as in Fig. 69 than when it is placed as in Fig. 66. In I -2·5 = 1 Ł5 revolutions for each revolution of the arm, and in the opposite sense. to that of the arm's motion. 
	each case (with the proportions shown) c will make 
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	The use of a reverted train us to trarismit with only two axes some velocity-ratios (either very.great or very small) which otherwise could not well be transmitted without a much larger number, and even then with considerable inconvenience. Suppose, for instance, we wish to transmit a velocity ratio of 1 : 2,500, i.e. we require a driven body to tum only once about its axis while the driving body is 2,500 times. We need only make a the driving body (it may of course be itself a wheel, and driven byanother w
	enables 
	turning 

	or 
	-
	.
	ratio equal to 
	2,500
	2,500
	to the sense of 
	--accor
	d"
	1ng 


	2,500 
	2,500 


	2,499
	2,499
	rotation required. The negative sign is ensured by the use of the second axis. The ratio would be obtained by giving b 51 teeth, d 50 and 49 teeth, and c 50 teeth. The velocityratio of such a train would be 
	5I X 49 2,499 
	-
	r

	·-
	-

	50 X 50 2,500 
	50 X 50 2,500 
	.
	§ 20.] EPICYCLIC GEARING. 
	and the number of revolutions made by c for each revolution of the arm would be 
	I 
	I-r=--· 
	2,500 
	2,500 
	Every ratio could not of course be obtained so easily as 
	1 : 2,500, but those ratios which cannot be obtained ex�ct1y in this way can be obtained approximately, which ise. in · most cases all that would be done if they were obtained by the use of ordinary instead of reverted wheele· trains. One of the commonest uses of reverted trains is in the feed motion for the tool carried by a boring bar. Other applications of the same mechanism, commonly with the _use of an annular wheel, are to be found in what are called differential pulley blocks, (§ 40), while Reuleau
	· 
	a 
	of 
	rotary engine. 

	We thus see that the main problem of the epicyclic train, the finding of the relative angular velocities of the last wheel and the revolving arm, is in all cases a rea_lly simple one, involving nothing more difficult than finding the ratio of the gearing as a mere wheel-train and noting tnumber of axes and whether there are any annular wbeels. In a reverted train the central axis must of course be counted t\vice (as being the axis both of the first and last wheels), so that such a train cannot have less tha
	velocity 
	he 

	The actual motions occurring in a wheel-train are followed, if they seem difficult to understand, -by 
	best 
	subs
	ti
	-


	. tu ting for the actual wheels the centrodes of the firste_ aŁd last only. There is one case only in which this substitutjon of two ,vheels for the whole train cannot apparent!y be 
	· 

	Kinematics oflJfachinery, p. 434· 
	1 
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	(

	carried out, when, namely, the original train is reverted, for of course two wheels having the same axes cannot gear with each other. An examination of what has occurred in this case will show that the three virtual centres of the arm and the two wheels have become coincident in one point, the centrodes also coincide with the same point, and all the construction becomes imaginary. This, however, does not prevent us from dealing ,vith reverted epicyclic trains in the same manner as before, for we have seen t
	•
	to examine. 
	Figs. 7 o to 72 are examples of this. The mechanism sketched in Fig. 70 is a compound reverted epicyclic train of four links. The link b is fixed, the arm a revolves carrying with it the axes of d and e, the last wheel c has its axis coincident with that of b. The virtual centres Oan Oafl and Oare in one point, and the centrodes themselves are condensed into the same point, so that constn1ctions I shows precisely the same mechanism with its axes separated. The points O""' 
	,x 
	involving either are impossible. Fig. 7

	0� and O,, are marked, and dotted circles b' and I show the form of the centrodes of b and c, the pitch circles of the one pair of wheels which would transmit the same angular velocity ratio as that of the whole train, and which therefore may be supposed substituted for the whole train. 
	c

	It was unnecessary to have spread out the axes in line as has been here done, nothing is necessary beyond shifting the axes of c and b out of coincidence, as, for instance, has been 
	§ 21.] 11:ECHANISMS WITH SPUR-WHEELS. 143 
	done in Fig. 7 2, where the three virtual centres are again marked, and parts of the pitch circles of the wheels b' and c', together equivalent to the whole train, are shown in dotted Jines. 
	Figure
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	In § 40 we shall have further examples of this treatment of reverted epicyclic trains, when dealing with their equilibrium under forces. 

	§ 21. OTHER MECHANISMS WITH SPUR-WHEELS. 
	§ 21. OTHER MECHANISMS WITH SPUR-WHEELS. 
	THE mechanisms examined in this chapter have all con• 
	·
	tained one ordinary link, with turning pairs, as well as the spur-wheels with their higher pairing. We shall now examine a few mechanisms in which the ordinary links play a more conspicuous part than in the former ones, but in which the presence of toothed gearing is still a characteristic. 
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	Fig. 7 3 shows the well-known " sun•and-planet " mechanism of Watt. The special feature of this chain is that the two equal wheels with the link a do not really form part of a I 7. The outer wheel forms a part of the link b, the connecting 
	1 
	common spur-wheel train such as was dealt with in § 

	-----0/,c 
	.' ' •' ••' ; 

	06d 
	t 
	Oac 
	FIG. 73• 
	FIG. 73• 
	rod, and is therefore not free to revolve about the axis of the crank-pin. It has, on the contrary, only a swinging motion, not a rotation, in the plane, a motion which approaches the more nearly to a simple translation the longer the rod be made, and which may be treated as a simple translation so far as its effect on e is concerned. 
	To find the motion of e, imagine in the first place the wheel b to be attached to a and to make one rŁvolution with it. The wheel e would be in gear with it all the time, and would therefore be carried round one revolution in the·same sense. To bring the wheel b now back into its. original condition, the condition in which it would be .if it had been attached to the arm b, it must receive one turn bac'kivards about its own axis. · For in turning it round wit.h a it. has 

	By an error in engraving, Fig. 73 shows two unequal wheels. 
	By an error in engraving, Fig. 73 shows two unequal wheels. 
	1 
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	received one turn forwards, and had it been fixed to b it would have had no rotation whatever. This backward rotation of b will give e another revolution in the same sense as before. The wheel e therefore makes two revolutions for each revolution of the crank, and in 
	the same sense. 
	the same sense. 
	This double revolution of the shaft comes out in a curious way on examining the virtual centres of the mechanism, some of which are marked in the figure. It will be seen that the virtual centres of b, c, d, and e are the same as if these four links together formed a lever-crank mechanism just like the original one, but with a crank of only half the length, viz. OO, the radius of the spur-wheel. 
	ae-
	&e

	Fig. 7 4 sho\\'S a mechanism very different in appear• ance, but very similar in reality, to the one just examined. 
	Obd 
	Figure
	FIG. 7
	4-

	It is used for certain capstans. The wheel e 
	is 
	here 
	annul
	ar, 

	L 
	Figure
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	instead of on the leverŁcrank. In general the wheel b is made as nearly as possible equal to e; as shown in the figure b ,vould have 20 teeth and e 24 For every revolution of the crank, thereforeŁ by the reasoning used above (p. 144), the wheel e would make 1 -Ł-i = l of a revolution, the negative sign being used because the ,vheel e is annular. Whenin a capstan the link c and the rod part of b are very light, being only required to prevent the rotation of b. The link a is the driving link, the capstan head
	ernploy.ed 

	The only virtual 
	The only virtual 
	The only virtual 
	centres 
	,vhich can 
	present 
	any difficulty 

	are marked in the figure. 
	are marked in the figure. 

	Figures 
	Figures 
	7 5 
	and 
	76 
	illustrate 
	a 
	case 
	in 
	,vhich 
	a 

	mechanism, 
	mechanism, 
	impracticable 
	if constructed 
	in 
	simple links, 
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	Figure
	may be made constructively convenient by utilising the centrodes of two of them. Fig. 75 shows the original mechanism, a slider-crank in which the connecting-rod bis 
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	made equal in length to the crank a. This mechanism has this characteristic, that if only it be carried fairly on througha revolution of a, the slide c will have a stroke twice as greatas that corresponding to the crankBut unless special means be used to constrain it, as soon as c gets to the centre of its stroke, the two ends of b coincide with those of a, and b and a together will simply revolve about coincident axes, the link c standing still ; the ,vhole mechanism ,vill have reduced itself to a pair of 
	. 
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	i
	. 
	mo
	. 
	1 
	. 
	a
	changed 
	co

	Kt"nematics <if .,.Vachinery, p. 303. 
	1 
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	Reuleaux's method consists essentially in lightening the mechanism by on1itting all unnecessary parts of the t\\'O wheels, and actually constructing only those teeth which come into gear at the points where constrainment is required. 
	Oad• 

	In the mechanism just described the two wheels formed parts of two already existing links : they did not alter the mechanism at all, but only acted by constraining it in certain positions. In Fig. 77 we return to a mechanism 
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	in which the spur-wheel plays an independent part, this time in connection with a sliding pair. The crank a and connecting rod b move exactly as in a slider-crank chain, the latter link being paired with a spur-wheel c, which may be of any size. The wheel c is compelled to rotate, backwards and forwards, by being geared ,vith a rack upon d. On its upper periphery c is geared with another rack e, which is itself connected with d by a sliding pair. The point about which c rotates, relatively to the fixed lin
	e 
	ce 
	the latter. But O
	u 
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	of which have the same velocity, as it has a motion of translation only. Hence in this mechanism the velocity of the slide e is in every position double what it would be in an ordinary slider-crank chain having the same crank and connecting rod. The length of stroke of e is, of course, also double what it would be in that case. 
	The same mechanism could also be arranged as in 
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	cylinder, turning about the point O on which it rolls. An ordinary railway wheel is in exactly this condition. Relatively to the carriage frame it turns about the axis of the shaft ; relatively to the earth, however, it turns about the line along which it touches the rail. Any point on the periphery of the wheel, therefore, which is level with the shaft, is moving at an angle of 45° upwards or downwards. The topmost point of the periphery is for the instant moving in the same direction as the train, but wit
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	follo,vs as a mere matter of course from the fact that the wheel is turning about its line of contact ,vith the raile; but it is not easy to realise, on watching the passing of an express train, that some points of each ,vheel are moving forward twice as fast as the train, while others are actually n1oving in tŁe opposite direction relatively to the observer. 
	We have supposed, in this and the preceding section, that spur-,vheels ,vere used to communicate a constant velocity ratio, and have seen that in this case the spur-,vheels were circular. But mechanisms exist, although they are not common, in which spur-wheels are used to ccn1municate some varinvelocity ratio between t\vo bodies revolving about fixed axes. Suppose we had a mechanism consisting simply of two such bodies, b and c, with the frame a conI 7 (Fig. 58). Considering, then, the frame a as fixed, ,v
	y
	g 
	necting their centres, as in § 
	On 
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	angular velocities of the bodies. A mechanism such as that of Fig. 1 19 sometimes appears in the form of elliptic toothed ,vheels, the ccntrodes of a and crelatively to each other beingellipses ( see Figs. in 42 ). The link d is in this case generally fixed, and the link b al,vays omitted. In its linkwork form this is one of the mechanisms ,vhich has a change-point, this point occurring ,vhen all four links are in a straight line, fron1 ,vhich position n1otion may continue with b and d either parallel or c
	§ 

	§ 22. CAM TRAINS. 
	§ 22. CAM TRAINS. 
	A non-circular cylinder or disc, its periphery formed of circular arcs or any other curves, used to give motion to some link of a chain ,vith which it is connected by higher pairing, is called a cam. The drawback of the line contact of higher pairs (p. 5 7 ), and their consequent rapid wear, is felt here much more than in toothed wheels, and for this reason, and others connected with it, mechanisms containing can1s, ,vhich we may call cam trains, are not very common in ordinary engineering work. 
	\Vithin certain lin1its the use of cams allows of the certain transmission of velocities varying very widely and in an easily determined fashion, from a uniformly revolving shaft, and they are thus often enough very convenient. 
	It will suffice if we here deal with two or three examples of cam trains, of which one, a train sometimes used in shearing or punching machines, is sketched in Fig. 7 9. This 
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	mechanism contains three links only, a fixed link or frame c, a shearing lever b, and a ca1n a turning about a fixed point on the frame, and driving the lever by pressure on its under side. In order that the mechanism may be con-· strained, the lever must be kept pressed against the cam either by its own weight or by some mechanical arrange• ment. The· points· 0,,and De can be marked at once. The thir<l virtual centre, OM must be in the same line with them. Its position is at once determined by drawing 
	c 
	a
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	a line through the point of contact, A, of band a, normal to their surfaces. For the point A, as a point of a, can move relatively to b only in the direction of the tangent to the contact surfaces. The point about which A is turning must therefore be upon a line through A at right angles to those surf aces. 
	Fig. 80 again shows a cam train of three links, but one of the three pairs is here a sliding pair, a more usual com· bination than the last. The three virtual centres lie on a line (horizontal in the Figure) at right angles to the direction of motion of b. O,, is found as in the last case. 01>c is infinitely distant. 
	a

	If a part of the cam's periphery, as in the case before us, 
	be a circular arc struck from the centre about which the 
	cam rotates, the link b will remain stationary so long as this 
	part of the cam is sliding along it. During this time the 
	§ 22.] CAM TRAINS. 
	contact between a and b will be in the line of the axis of c, and O"" ,vill have become coincident with O• 
	a&

	Fig. 81 shows a sorne,vhat more complex case where there are four links, arranged as in an ordinary slider-crank 
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	mechanism, but with a cam taking the place of the pin.1 The virtual centres are marked in the figure. whole mechanism is equivalent to a slider-crank with a crank of varying length, this length being in each position the • 
	crank
	'l'he 
	distance 
	Oad Oa/J

	Reuleaux has examined at great length and with mucl1 
	ingenuity the for1n to be given to cams such as those of Fig. 8 r, so that they may work as elements of higher pairs in complete constrainn1ent, and not, as in Fig. 80, con
	-

	1 Not the place of the crank itself, for the link a has t\\'O elements, 
	one the cam, the tŁe real shape of the cam in this case (which is very imperfectly shown 1n the 
	other 
	the 
	shaft paired 
	with 
	the trame d. For 

	"" 
	I<iure)see Kineniatics of MMhiner7, Figs. 101, I 14, etc. 
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	strained only by the arrangement of the rest of the mechanism. This matter ,ve shall not; therefore, examine here. But we shall take one exa1nple of cam design from a quite different, but equally important, point of view. Let the problem be the proportioning of a cam such as that of Fig. 79, and the data that the cam is to revolve about a centre 0, and drive a straight bar in such fashion that the positions OA, OB, OC, OD of any radius of the cam correspond to positions a, b, c, d of the driven bar. Further
	§ 22.] CAM TRAINS. 
	(I) 
	(I) 
	(I) 
	the radius 02 must not be greater than 03', for, if it ld not be the highest position of the bar ; 
	,vere, c wou


	(2) 
	(2) 
	it must not be less than the distance from Oto the line b; and (3) whe11 the cam is in the position sho,vn-i.e. ,vith its lowest point in contact-the J)oint 2 must lie belovv the I. 
	line 
	a, 
	for other\vise the bar could not touch the cam at 
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	eles tn and n, and below e line a. Further, it is conditioned by the fact that, from whatever position it starts, it must come to· b after the cam has turned through the angle BOA. Should the angle PON be greater than the angle BOA it is obvious that this cannot be doneeven taking the extreme radius ON for the 
	Its position when the cam is in the position .. 4 roust ther
	fore be some\vhere between the circ
	th
	, 
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	point 2, and making the cam straight from 1 to N, in which case, directly contact ceased at 1, N would become the driving-point, and would so continue until it reached 3
	1 

	• 
	Under the conditions sho\\'n in the figure it is unnecessary to go to such an extreme. ,ve may take 2 ,vithin the radius n, but in or.der to find within what limits we can choose its position we must first mark the point 3, which is uniquely determined. For this point must lie on the circle n, and when the cam is in its A position it must be back from 0A by an angle A 03 = C03', the point 3' being itself fixed as the point 1 ,vas on p. 154. 1'he determination of the point 3 gives us the condition that the t
	· before 2 could do so, and the intended motion of the cam could not be obtained. 1'his tangent tcan always be drawn as a line making the same angle with 02 that the line b 2 02', passed through by the radius 02 between the A and the B positions of the cam, must be equal to the given angle AOB. In the figure the given relative positions of the cam and the bar have been so chosen that all these conditions can be fulfilled and the point 2 found. It is then only necessary to join the points 1, 2, and 3 by any 
	2 
	makes ,vith 02'. As a last condition, the angle 
	2
	driving-point directly contact at 

	The point 4, corresponding to d, has to be found by a similar construction, and its possible positions are limited by similar conditions, but it can easily be seen that these conditions can not be fulfilled in our example. For the tangent t to the cam at 4 ( when position a is again reached} falls within the point 3. This ,vill make the outline or profile of 
	._ 
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	§ 
	I 

	the can1 concave outwards between 3 and 4 ( as dotted). 
	Łrhe point 3 ,vill therefore still remain the driving-pointafter the position C is passed, and will not only fix the position of the bar in some other place than that chosen, but will prevent the bar reaching its lo,vest position until the point 4(the point where a line drawn from 3 touches the circle) becomes the driving point. 
	D
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	VIRTUAL CENTRES IN WHEEL-GEAR[NG. 
	VIRTUAL CENTRES IN WHEEL-GEAR[NG. 
	In § 19, it ,vas pointed out that the virtual centres of wheel-trains could be determined graphically and ,vithout calculation, although in most cases this was not the most convenient method. The constructions connected ·with this matter have, however, sufficient geometrical interest to justify their being given here. Let Fig. 83 represent an 
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	ordinary spur-wheel chain of four linkse; the problem is to find the point Ohd, virtual centre of the last wheel d relatively to the first wl /,. We know, to start ,vith, the diameters of all the wheels (given on the paper), and we know also that the centrodes of b and d must be circles, and that 01,a, their point of contact, must lie on the line joining centres. Suppose 6 fixed, the frame a turns about the point I ( = OaJ)•. 
	the 
	hee
	their 
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	Let 3M represent on any scale the velocity of the point 3( = One) of the link a. Then by drawing the line 1,J1 ,ve obtain 5N as the velocity of the point 5 (which is also the point Ond) in a. The point 2 is the virtual centre Obc of the link c relatively to b. All points inc are therefore moving (relatively to b) about this point, and their velocities vary as their distances from it. \Ve kno\.v the velocity of one point in c, namely 3M, the velocity of 3, for this is the common point Oa, of c and a. By dra
	and dare therefore the dotted circles, /
	1
	1 
	1

	velocity ratio of the train is , ,vhich is intrinsically negative, as 05 is 
	10

	05 
	measured in the opposite sense to 10. The given compound train is equivalent to a simple train ,vith two wheels, one of them annular, the 
	Figure
	pitch circles cf these wheels touching in o, and their centres being those of the first and la.st wheels in the original train. 
	About this construction ,ve may now notice that the velocity of the point 3 of a, 3M, was set off on any scale. 3M was therefore a line of 
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	1

	any length whatever, and ,ve did not actually require to kno,,· the velocity of a. We have simply to <lra,v Jrf, 4P, and 5N parallels, Ilv.. and 2P any Jines from I and 2 passing through a common point M, and then join PN to find o. 
	3

	The construction can be extended ,vith the greatest ease to any 
	-nun1ber of axes. In Figure 84 one more ·wheel, e, is added, touching d in the point 6, and having its centre at 7. Then ,ve know the velocity of two points in e. relatively to b, for the point 7 is also a point in a (= Oaeand must have the velocity 7R, ,vbile the point 6 is also a point in d (= Ode) and must have the velocity 6Q. The virtual centre of erelatively to b, (Ob, is found at once, by joining RQ ,,,ith the centre line of the mechanism. Calling this point o', the velocity ratio of this 
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	ti-a1n 1s -, anc 1s pos1ttve, so that both tl1e representative wh 1ee s
	l
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	(shown in dotted lines band e) are spur-,vheels, externally toothed. 
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	The relation bet,veen the six points I, 2, 3, 4, 5, o of Fig. 83 leads us to a still simpler construction. For by hypothesi'> 
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	Similarly, in the more e,ctended train of Fig. 84 (substituting the virtual for the actual centres of the first part of the mechanism) we have 
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	Six: points related in this way are said to he in an involution, and from the properties of the involution we may draw certain conclusioaffecting the wheel train. In the first place it follows that 
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	In the first two equations given above (p. 159) it will be noticed that the first figure in each numerator and the second in each denominator are the wheel centres, and the others the points of contact. The three equations just given may be taken to represent wheel-trains in just the !-arne way. Thus from the first of them we see that we could have a ,vheel train with centres at 4, 3, an<l , and points of contact at 2 and I, and that such a train would correspond exactly to one of t,vo ·wheels with centres 
	5

	Secondly, a matter which is more important for us, all the properties of an involution are projectiveso that the lines M, P, 5N, &c., in the figures are not essentially parallel, it is only necessary that they should meet at some one point. They are parall.:l if that point be taken at an infinite distance, but there is no reason why it should not be taken at any convenient position on the paper. If this be done the construction takes the very general form shown in Fig. 84,vhich is lettered as the former fig
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